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Answer ang teo' questions

1. (a) What is the basic law of heat conduction
known as? What does it ","*? , . 2+3=5

(b) The wall of a cold storage rconsists of
tl:ree layers-an outer layer of ordinar5r

bricks, 25 cm thick; a middle laYer of
cork, 10 cm'thick and'an inner layer of
cement, 6 ctn, thick. The thermal
conductivities of the materials are

Brick = O'7O W/m-"C
Cork = 0'043 W/m-"C
Cement = O'72 W/m-"C

' The temperahrre of tJ'e outer surface of

" il1s wall is'30 "C 4nd that of the inner
surface' is' -1:5 oC. Calculate--

(t) the steady-state rate of heat flow
' : from outer surface to inner surface

: : per unit area of *. *"lt . .

t/ii,l the temperatures at the interfaces
of the comPosite wall. 9+6=15
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2. (a)

3. (a)

(b)

i';,r. tzl

Narrre various temperature measuring
instruments and their ,;g;-- of
operation.

Explain briefly the working of a
bimetallic thermometer.

What is a final control element?
Describe any one final control element.

Calculate the gas capacitance of a
1'5 m3 pressuie v-Cssel containing air
at 35 oC.

"For:liqr:id level or storage processes, it
is always better to have non_interacting
multt"tank systems as . compared to
intenicting system." Why?

Write a short note on .penetration
theory of diffusion,. s

Ammonia (A) difhrses through a
stagnant layer of air (B); ,l cm thick,
at25 "C and 1 .atm total pressure. T?re
partial pressures of ammonia on the two
sides of the air layer are png = O.9 atm
and Pn, = 0. 1 atm respectively. Air is
non,diffusing. Calculate the molar flux
of g,+poieia. s
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4. (a)

(b)
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: (c/ Briefly explain the following : : 5+5=10
r r.d,- ..({) Knudsen diffusion :,.r

. ,(ir/ Surface difhrsion

: 5. (a) Sketch a L-2 heat .exchanger and
also draw the temperatr,rre profile
considering tJle hot fluid as the shell
side fluid and cold fluid as the tube side
fluid. 5+5:10

(b) At what condition, lumped system
analysis is- applicable? Write down its
signifibance- 1+4=5

(c) A single-effect evaporator cannot, utilize
steam efliciently. More than a'kg of
steam is needed to vaporize 1 kg of
water from a solution. Why", i.)_ 5

6. (a) What is a first-6-idCi"instrument?''Give
two examptes. How will you test whether
an instrument is first-order or not?

t+2+6=19

(b/ Define transfer function. Derive an
,expression for. the transfer function of

. a first-order system.

7. (a) What i", the purpose of using an
instrumentation diagram? What should
it indicate? Give the symbols and

: specificatioos:used for such di4gram.
-\, 
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(b)

(4t

Can a Pjrani gauge ,calibrated for
measuring the air pressure,be used for
measuring hydrogen pressure? If so,
how?

What is 'flash distillation,? Give a
schematic sketch of a flash distillation
unit. 2+5=7

A mixfure of 4O moLyo benzene and
60 mol% toluene js being flash distilled
at a rate of 10 kmol/hr,at I atm total
pressure. The liquid product should not
contain more than 3O molo/o benzene.
Calculate the amounts and the
compositionS of the top and the bottom
products. The relative volatility of
benzene in the mixture is 2.5.

Where do you recommend the use of
steam distillation in industry? 5

What is 'pool boiling? Analy.ze different
boiling regimes of pool boiling with tJ e
help of the boiling curve. 2+8=10

Differentiate between ,,j, film type
condensation and dropwise :condensa-
tion. In..which, ,case; heat transfer
coefficient is higher? 4+2=6

( Continued )
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(c) I{ow does,r,the preSence ,of non_
,condensable gases affeCt' the rate of
condensation of a vapor? 4

10. (a) What do you;mean by a "blackbody,?
Why does a cavigr with a small hole
behave as a blackbody? 2+3+5

(b) What is Wien's displacement law? At
what wavelength does a body at 2OO0 K
emit maximum radiation? 2+3=5

(c) Discuss how the thermal conductivit5r
for solids, liquids and gases var5r with
temperature. 10

11. (a.) Explain any one method for
. measurement of liquid level in pressure

vessels with a neat diagram. 10

(b) Define the foilowing terms : 2x5=10
(y' Overshoot

/a/ Decay ratio
(ur) Rise time
(iu) Response time
(u) Period of oscillation

L2. Discuss the method of estimation of the
number of , plates required in a distillation
columnr. using vapor-liquid .equilibrium
dragram. Also mention t}e mqjor assump_
tions made. , 20
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13. (a) Name four iinportant dimensionless
groups used in heat transfer. What are
their physical significances? r

(b)

4+4=8

A solution is to be concentrated in a
double-effect backrrard feed evaporator
system. Enthalpy data of steam and the
liquid streams,at the given conditions
are availabtre. How will you design the
evaporator system? What are the major
assumptions taken?

Explain servo problem vs. regulator
problem. Which problem is very
common in chemical industr5z? Give
suitable examples to explain the control.

L4. (a)

8Tl10

;", 1
Y::

ft P-I controller and p;D controller
(z/ Root locus method and. frequency

response method for stability
analysis

15. (a) What is a lretted-wall column? What
is its significance in mass transfer
calculation? Explain the operation of a
wetted-wall cohrmn with the help of a
neat sketch.

systems. 6+Q+2=19

(b) Write ,the differences between tJ:e
following : ' 5+5=1O

3+3+6=12
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- (b) Draw the operating line and the
equilibrium line for the following gas_

. liquid systems , o*O="
(t) Counter_current absorption

/rz/ Counter_cufTent stripping

***
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